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opening
comments

RACHEL McLAUCHLIN

Why do people hate literature? I mean, have you noticed how literature, usually poetry and 
creative writing, is met with eye rolls? Almost every student has groaned about the poetry unit 
in their English class or how the teacher is “reading too deeply” into the meaning of a work. But 
why? If you hate poetry or literature in general, it might be because it’s only ever been presented 
to you as a lecture instead of as a conversation.

The biggest issue I have with the way we teach literature in schools is that a book is 
treated like it has one agreed-upon Meaning, with a fixed list of Symbols and Motifs that Mean 
Something, and if you disagree, then you’re just not looking at it the Right Way. And that’s 
not how it works! Literary scholars disagree all the time, so high school students shouldn’t be 
expected to conform to one interpretation of a work either. Maybe literature has gotten such a 
bad rep because this narrow approach is off-putting. How many people does it turn away if this is 
how they interact with it for the first and last time? Because if you can see meaning in something, 
who’s to say it isn’t there? And if someone else can’t see meaning in something, why force it? At 
Galaxy, our process is purposefully very different from formal English classes. We read pieces 
and freely discuss our interpretations and ideas, regardless of how odd they may seem. There is 
no search for a right answer, because there doesn’t need to be one. I have felt entirely comfortable 
saying weird stuff like “I think this piece is about vampires and I have textual evidence” (I did) or 
“you know what, yeah, let’s talk about Victorian mourning customs” in meetings. Why? Because 
that’s fun. And that’s how literary discussion is supposed to be.

       just look down
olga shvetsova
photography

editor-in-chief
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across
the

river
ALICE WEBER

Across the river she, too, stood
I waited for the water to roll off my hot cheeks
Into the cool blanket that wrapped my body
My head bobbed, hair slick and thin

I wanted transparent skin
With my silk organs skimming the surface gently
Already, blue veins climbed my torso and legs 
But it was not quite how I imagined this scene

She did anticipate, speculate, nauseatingly 
While I drew a jaded breath for her discomfort 
Her white arms hung outwards like oak branches 
With her knuckles rested, suspended just above

Lingering eyes saw the lack of luster between us
And I glared, carefully away from her
To the tops of mountain trees or to my swaying feet
As river fish swam through and right by us

wildflower haze
harrison atwater

photography
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I drive
My father critiques my left turns
My mother critiques my right

A funereal beach
Recently under scrutiny
for a racist carousel mural

A bleak concrete slab stretches 
four hundred feet into
Frigid green water
where mallard heads blend in

Grippless soles 
marble fingers 
Itchy wool coat 
juniper scarf
it used to be hers 
she called it
A shaul

It’s windy
Hats are no good 
though
Spread out
he walks in front of me

I’ve slipped
too many times
Can we stop here
the lighthouse isn’t even red

funereal
juniper
ash

space

SHIVANI S INGH
under the sea
graciella simpson
ceramic

She takes out the ashes 
Wrapped up in a sleek black box
A present

With a grin he says
“Hari Om”
The ashes fly not into the water, but into his face

Pull your chair in 
You’re taking up 
too much
space
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       gardens
in the
winter

Soft, sticky snow always seems to 
still find its way together even as 
it dips down freezing, breezing, 
wintery wind.
I veiled my cheeks with layers of 
hair after each ginger peck you gave 
me. We sauntered through delicate 
gardens of nothings; only hobbled 
over, frost-bitten saplings planted 
just last spring remained.
My stomach mimicked the knotted 

shapes the trunks formed, folding 
onto themselves, decayed to the 
core, surrounded by prematurely 
peeled bark. The distortions were 
still there as you tried to embrace 
me. Intertwined roots and ice 
concealed themselves through 
hues of deep blues and browns, 
nearly tripping us more than once.                
You would wince every time I 
stumbled, and then again as I  

noticed the thin line of soil under 
your nails while squeezing my hand.
Nevertheless, I still gave your 
frost-bitten, blue-tinted hand a quick 
kiss.
Still, snowy hair obstructed our eyes 
from meeting.
 

ELIZABETH CUMBO

ohne titel
neele tiedje

mixed media
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Colorless stars release their
Loud, hyperactive blood
Dripping onto the crumpled paper 
From the corners of my irises. 
Paper tigers scream my name
As they fold in on themselves. (Their 

bodies couldn’t stand The tart touch of 
lemons.)

Bright violet lights fly across
The ever-shifting planes of my desk 
As pessimism and paper stars 
Merge into vanilla sweaters.

The syzygy of all negativity sustains, 
creates, 

Revives a hallowed soul.

Behind my eyelids, glowing waters
Sing my body up, touching
The cyan sky. (It feels like water.) My 

eyelashes, damp with galaxies, 
Flash as my eyes, filled with
Cosmic rapture, focus.

And then, fall.
 

ROBIN EASSA

apotheosis

circus act
harrison atwater
photography
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s i ren
song

It starts low

A soft thrum under your skin
And if at first it seems like just another function of the waves
It can’t stay that way for long

It grows

A steady beat altering the rhythm of your heart
Tones splitting and wavering
Harmonies emerging, this is not the waves
It crawls under your skin like amber insects

It grows

A crescendo of eerie beauty
It’s haunting and ethereal
Your heart beat speeds, diverging from the rhythmic beating
The salt air feels cloying, smothering
You hope you only imagine the feeling of seaweed around your wrists

It grows

A pounding beat and complex melody seem to rise from below
You think you can see faint outlines in the water
Sinuous and gracefully fluid
The heart beat in your ears compliments the base beautifully
There is nothing but fearful awe
Barnacles begin to overtake your feet as the salt fills your lungs

It grows

A song so powerful it seems to surround you 
Your wrists are wrapped in tendrils of seaweed 
Your feet are stuck fast with barnacles
You can’t breathe
A scream attempts to escape your throat
Hundreds of pale hands slap over the sides of your ship
They rip it to pieces while you fall

It grows
 
A myriad of overlapping voices and hands
Nip at your exposed flesh
You are enveloped in a mass of tepid bodies
The salty water has filled your lungs
You are drowning 
You are screaming 
You are swimming 
You are singing

It starts low
 

RACHEL McLAUCHLIN
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o shioki
Mechanical whirring infests

Our ears, we stand petrified at the revival

Not of the guilty party, but of the thing that will

Discontinue homeostasis. Contemplation

Of hereafter transpires in an indefinite number

Of encephala, the sound of wails ripped

Out of K’s raw throat reverberating off of plated

Walls. Red irises are estuaries to pale cheeks, 

Anchored to bombastic bedizenments

Donned for the mockery of mortality

And glorification of oleic acid.

FRANCIS RACA

bloom
addison farrell
photography
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     In moments of inspiration, you have to 
allow yourself to hesitate between words or 
else a sentence will never be created. It’s a 
changing world where a soul is never the 
same shape twice. I’m never the same shape 
twice, for example, without glasses plastered 
to my face… I’m blinded by the abundance 
of stuff that clutters my brain with its for-
eign, materialistic blurriness. And like the 
snowflakes, it flurries… caught between my 
hair and the wind. Between song and bird. 
Earth and heaven.
All of it relevant and all of it relatable.
It’s cloudy on the inside, but the outsides 
is steaming with urgency. It isn’t exactly 
ignorable because everything takes thought 
process and some just don’t have that within 
themselves.

take off 
your glasses

     In times of sorrow, one needs to allow 
inspiration to creep in. Give it power until 
it bites, like frost on an unprepared blade 
of grass. When the frost melts, collect its 
thoughts and write them into a song so you 
can be one of the birds. Watch it carefully, 
so it doesn’t fly away during the warmer 
months of the year.

REBECCA RITTERMAN

unstained glass
harrison atwater
photography

break off your 
clarity of 
vision;

olga
madelaine hastings
charcoal

     On the rare occasion that you have slept 
well and the well rested you is also full of 
joy, hold it close like laces on a ballerina’s 
ankles. Tight enough so you don’t slip and 
delicate enough so you can experience what 
life has to bring on a silver plate and a good 
appetite.
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peas
and
carrots

JULIA LARSON

Lost my head in the checkout line
Lost my head in the dead of night
Peas and carrots on the floor
Why would I want any more?

Lost my telephone in the sea
Because it never rang for me
When I’m my worst I’m at my best
Why would I want any less?

So why do I walk past this house
Like I know someone inside?
Why do I think I know how
How to run and hide?
I’ve been found
Underneath the sound

Lost my lips in your bitter words
I sucked it out until it hurt
Ask me again just to be sure
Why would anyone want any more?

Lost my legs in the christmas lights
The winter snow was too deep to fight
Now every word is just a guess
Why would anyone want any less?

So why do I walk past this house
Like I know someone inside?
Why do I think I know how
How to run and hide?
I’ve been found
Underneath the sound

And all the words that you say
To make yourself feel okay
They’re tripping up my fall
Oh when I’m already gone
Forgotten like the summer sun
I used to stand so tall

So why do I walk past this house
Like I know someone inside?
Why do I think I know how
 
How to run and hide?
I’ve been found
Underneath the sound

drink
cold

drinks
Wind entrapped under paper mâché-d leaves greets me 
from my window as I wake up
too-early-to-be-true on a Saturday morning. My  
grandma used to tell me spirits jostled the branches, 
jostling them in a fashion too patterned to be the wind—
a morse code from the other side. When I was younger, 
in the middle of the night with a room fogged by black 
smudge, static that interrupted as I rustled sheets was a 
line to another world only I could break into.

I stayed in bed three hours more than I did several years 
ago today, feeling only the heavy huff of my breath and 
the loud ring in my ears. My room embraces me in the 
way it always has, including all the king’s men and all 
the morning’s glory, and all I can do is close my eyes. 
Sparkling water currents brush against my threadbare 
skin, leaving goosebumps down my legs, though still 
refusing to seep into my pruned effigy. My fast asleep 
limbs dread in remembering what next week will be 
like, then the next, next, after. I rise from my bed only 
after watching out-of-this-world branches wave to me.

ELIZABETH CUMBO
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candid
lips are red from the cold
a nearly feverish shade of sanguine 
veins are pulling at the seams
of skin the color of old wax

a heart flutters as if anticipating 
the weight of a freight train
in the seconds before it hits
to make “pink mist” hang in the air from
childhood memories

staring bleakly at an opaque wall 
trying to make something tangible 
in swells and cracks in paint 
meanings lost behind plaster
 

KIKI SZENDE

walls
ainsley fitzgerald
photography
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Like little fawn kisses from a velvet nose,
the wind swings the cradle, bathed by the sun.
Feet have worn the empty field it lays in, paint faded 
on the stratified planks of wood.

No one comes to lift the child out, and 
in time, the sun christens it immortal, 
but until that moment, weakness and
vulnerability find no purchase in the strength of singular warmth.

 

like little 
fawn
kisses
from
a
velvet
nose

Years later an older woman sees
the calcified wreckage on her stroll.
Vines have creeped up the structure’s bones, and
cobwebs swing, dazed by the sun.

She takes one glance at this 
carriage, and through the sun
hears feeble cries, until the moment 
she crosses herself and heads away.

UNA STROSZECK
warlock

skylar dickason
photography
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There are moments in life when you can smell time.
Down Elmwood in summer smells to me like déjà vu car exhaust at age seven, 
as I pedal a hill to a bridge,
and I can feel my past dreams colliding with solid reality on the sidewalk,
as my bike can’t quite go at warp-speed, 
my family’s different, and the scent of gasoline is no longer 
appealing.
More is possible.
To see a certain face again in the hallway feels like 
the bane of my academic career, 
where I was so sad,
I saw time.
Everyone else, in that rare position,
looks ridiculous, yet you move in accord 
to everyone else, (and the sheer expanse
of everything bows your neck down and cradles 
your stomach), until you find some inner truth.
It is a powerful, heady thing.

there 
are
moments in life
when you 
can smell time

UNA STROSZECK

untitled 
adina goldstein 
drawing
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A butterfly unfolds itself into so many differ-
ent creations all based on whatever the worm 
it used to be can grow into. Generally, they 
don’t fly backwards and whatever they have 
already flown through cannot be un-flown 
through.
 When 12:33 turns into 12:34 on 
November 15th, 2016, it can’t go back to
12:33. Now that’s only when one has the 
correct time in their
phone/watch/computer screen. Some people 
in desperate times even turn their
clocks back just so they can pretend that 
time hasn’t happened yet. Personally, I like 
to turn my time forward in order to trick my 
brain into thinking I have more time than 
exists.

 None of this becomes truly apparent 
until you look and see your past experiences 
being performed by those from a younger 
age category. Only then does the
revelation of time passing become that much 
more depressing. You have always
known this. That time can’t turn back, but 
while going through it… it’s not on your 
mind. The fact that every word I have typed 
can be untyped physically is of course plau-
sible, but that will just add. It won’t subtract. 
I have already typed the words down. They 
have already been said. I can dislike what I 
have said and proceed to delete it away, but 
I won’t delete away the fact that these words 
have already been written.

Step 1: I wrote a word
Step 2: I didn’t like the word 
Step 3: I erased the word 
Step 4: I wrote a new word 
Step 5: Life continues

It took me a week to lose 5 pounds because 
I starved myself. It took me three days to 
gorge myself and gain every pound back. It 
took me months to cry myself to sleep and 
years to never get over it. I can’t get those 
years back. I can’t spit out what has already 
been digested.

I’m going to spend at least a few hours after 
school and every minute after that thinking 
about what I could have said throughout the 
day when I said something I quite disliked. 
I’m going to write down what I want to say 
tomorrow. I’m going to say something else. 

i’m not a 
rock,

There are no little holes into the future and 
I’m a damsel in distress! Somebody help me.
Step 1: Sleep in until 12
Step 2: Lie on the ground for a couple of 
hours
Step 3: Get lost in thought over breakfast
Step 4: Realize that half a day has gone by
Step 5: Realize that you will never live this 
day again
Step 6: Realize that so much has happened 
all over the world, and you did 
absolutely nothing. Nothing.nothing.noth-
ingg.nothigbngs. And tomorrow is going to 
be the same.

 I was sitting over there only a few 
minutes ago and now I’m sitting over here. 
I’d like to imagine that little waves were be-
ing drawn from my body and into the world 
as I shifted my body over. I was over there. 
Now I’m here. It’s different, but both things 
happened as seconds passed and I edged 
closer towards whatever my end might be. 
I can’t tell you what that will be right now 
because I’m too distracted by how I was 
able to move from over there to here without 
consciously realizing just how big of a deal 
that was.

i’m
a

river
and i

flow
forward

Epiphany 1: I’m not old enough to live my life  
 in an interesting way 
Epiphany 2: That’s a lie. I can make everyday  
 into something special if I try 
Epiphany 3: Life is mundane because I live  
 with my parents and go to highschool
Epiphany 4: In a year from now, so much will  
 be different
Epiphany 5: I have ambitions.
Epiphany 6: Tomorrow is the only thing I have  
 left to look forward to and tomorrow 
 can be anything i want it to be.
Epiphany 7: I have my whole life ahead of me

REBECCA RITTERMAN
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 She sits on the edge of her roof, her feet kicking under her. The sky is a strange shade not quite purple, not 
quite grey; it’s something soft an undefined. The only sounds are the sleepily chirping birds and the popping of her 
strawberry bubblegum. She waits, undoing and redoing her braids, popping her bubblegum, swinging her legs. The sky 
begins to edge toward a creamy orange, matching the color of the stuffed cat her brother refuses to admit he still sleeps 
with. Her nail polish is starting to chip, glitter flaking off onto the shingles. Orange becomes streaked with salmon pink 
and lemony yellow until suddenly she is sitting in a bowl of melted sherbet. A slow smile spreads across her glossy 
lips—the vanilla flavor of the gloss conflicts with the sweet fruitiness of the sherbet, but that’s ok. Slowly, suddenly, 
the sky is a pure baby blue with white gossamer clouds tinted a faint pink like cotton candy. She spits her gum out and 
sticks it to the growing glob on the gutter. She slips back inside her window and under her covers.
 

strawberry
sunrise

RACHEL McLAUCHLIN

4 oz.
kiki szende 

charcoal
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the
winter

ahead

I look further this time, as the lights 
disappear in the distance; the blanket 
not only 
disguising what lies beneath the 
plumb sheets, but everything.

In awe, I look through the fog of 
protection, knowing that if I stay 
transfixed for too long as I approach, 
I may become a 
gruesome spectacle; no longer sim-
ply seeing the wonderland  within 
my bubble of warmth, but feeling  it 
as the sheet seems to slip out from 
under me.

road

The  heavens lay down a fluffy, 
white blanket, insulating, yet 
moist.

As though I had been shrunk  
down into a snow globe, I sit, 
petrified about the winter road 
ahead.

The blanket doesn’t appear  at 
once but in soft, minuscule flakes,  
as if God was stuffing it feather
by feather. 

Flake by flake, slowly, softly, it 
drifts to the ground.

I proceed and turn, 
ever-so-carefully wrinkling the 
white endless quilt beneath me.

What a view. What a night. What 
an experience. I hold on tight.

IAN STROSZECK

sydney harbour
emilia delvecchio
collage
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My mother is fireproof.
I’ve seen her touch hot pans without getting burned.
She laughs it off, the same way she does her 
childhood in an abusive home.

I’ve seen my mother cry.
I do not think less of her for it, she is human.
I’ve inherited her humanity along with my 
father’s sensitivity.

My mother and I are near carbon copies,
Yet I will never be her, I grew up in a loving home.
I am not fireproof, my skin is thin and reddens easily. 
I am not fireproof and I am glad for it.

my mother
ANONYMOUS

Endless amounts of boo-boos

Countless meets and games

28 Birthdays

22 Report cards

20 Awards

12 Visits from the tooth fairy

7 Christmases

4 Big injuries

3 Graduations

2 Broken records

Sum Total:

4 Lives

That's what you lost
When you left them behind

a visit

memory
SACHI SHARP

to the

bank
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b reak
Before dog walkers and before snow shovelers divulge the secrets 
of the vanishing sidewalk, romps in the dead of winter are best 
suited for the side of the road, a side car tires neatly combed through 
for early morning tight-rope walkers to take advantage of.
Soft snowfall of a weekday morning is never an excuse to avoid 
intricacies the way only the gust of weekday afternoons churn.
Though, even with such an opportunity allotted to the undeserving, 
I was thankful it was merely a walk—your profile’s familiarity in 
the corner of my eye is enough.

I don’t know when I will see you again: maybe one, two, three, 
seven months, years? I had forgotten the date on your ticket.
I am no longer putty-succumbed-to-a-summer’s-day, though if you 
could please offer me something denser than white noise, maybe 
I wouldn’t have to play detective for a receipt or calendar in a few 
days.

I am no longer putty-succumbed-to-a-summer’s-day, yet I still take 
walks with the undeserving in basically the middle of the road with 
school in 33 minutes.
 

ELIZABETH CUMBO

untitled
sofia cerankosky
ink
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was
this?

garden

At rise, a small, inconspicuous tombstone 
far right. There’s a bench right next to it. 

A man, CHRISTIAN, sits on the bench. A 
woman RUTH, enters stage left. She is hold-
ing a bouquet of flowers. She sees Christian 
and runs over, excited. He stands and they 

embrace.

RUTH 

Hey, you. 

CHRISTIAN

Hey yourself! I’ve missed you, Ruthie, let 
me look at you. (they pull apart) Wow, Ruth, 

you look wonderful.

RUTH (laughing)

I haven’t done anything special.

CHRISTIAN

You’re just so beautiful inside that it radiates 
and makes your already beautiful exterior 

even
more beautiful.

Ruth blushes and smiles. She looks down.

RUTH (softly)

 I miss you. 

CHRISTIAN

I know, Ruthie, I know. (beat) The hardest 
part is being away from you.

RUTH

I know. I miss you so much, Christian, I 
wish you could just come back.

She looks around, at the tombstone. 
Christian grabs her shoulders and gently but 

firmly pulls her
away, so she can’t see it. He sits her down on 

the bench.

CHRISTIAN

It can’t go away. Just pretend it’s not there. 
(beat) Tell me about the kids.

Ruth composes herself.

RUTH

Well, Esther can read now. She likes The 
Cat in the Hat. She reads it to me every 

night, and she’s getting really good, Chris-
tian. And Sam just started walking a week 
ago. He pulled himself up and everything. 

He isn’t a huge talker yet, but he’ll get there. 
Seth says – (she stops abruptly) Mom’s with 
them now. Esther keeps asking for you. (ris-
ing despair and pain) She keeps asking what 
happened to Daddy. I’ve tried to explain, but 

she doesn’t understand. Sam doesn’t even 
know what’s happening, but he misses you. 
They keep asking why, Christian, why, why, 

why and I don’t know what to say!

She bursts into tears. Christian comforts her.

CHRISTIAN

Please don’t cry. I don’t want to upset you.

RUTH (desperately)

It’s just so hard. I don’t know if I can do it 
on my own.

CHRISTIAN

I know it’s hard, but I also know you can do 
it. You’re one of the strongest, bravest, most
beautiful, most intelligent people I have ever 

known. (beat) Do you remember how we 
met?

RUTH (fondly)

At the protest. You were supposed to arrest 
me.

Christian puts his arm around her.

CHRISTIAN

And you stared me in the face and defended 
your right to assembly. You said I couldn’t 

arrest you.

RUTH

I was so surprised that you actually listened. 
(beat) I wasn’t making stuff up, but I wasn’t 

sure you’d listen either.

CHRISTIAN

Uncertainty. That’s what you feel now, too.

RUTH

Everything made sense with you Christian. 
I felt I could do anything. You gave me 

purpose, you were the reason I got up every 
day. The world was an adventure, waiting for 
me! (beat) Now I’m terrified. How can I live 

when my life is over?

CHRISTIAN

Ruth, I don’t know how to put this nicely, so 
I won’t. (beat) I love you more than any-

thing.

RUTH

Sounds nice so far.
 

CHRISTIAN

I am never coming back. (shrugs) I can’t. 
And you know that. I cannot come back to 
you, no matter how much my heart aches. I 

cannot come back.

Ruth bows her head.

RUTH

I know. (beat) May I ask you something?

Christian nods.

(continued on next page)

whose
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RUTH

Is there…anything I could have done?

CHRISTIAN (immediately)

No.

RUTH 
Christian, I’m serious! 

CHRISTIAN
It wasn’t your fault. A man with a gun killed 
me, not you. You have no culpability. I made 

the choice, Ruth. I’m the cop. Not you.

Ruth looks away.

RUTH

I miss you.

CHRISTIAN

I miss you, too.

RUTH

One last thing. (beat. She faces him) There’s 
a guy at work. He asked me to go out with 
him, and I- I said yes. I don’t know if it’s 

anything real. But he cares, and I’m trying, 
but – I want your blessing.

CHRISTIAN

You don’t need to ask. I want you to be 
happy.

RUTH (quickly)

He won’t replace you.
 

CHRISTIAN

I know. But you can’t be lonely forever. 
(beat) I love you, Ruth.

RUTH (choking up)

I love you, too.

Ruth and Christian embrace. 

SETH enters stage left. He has a single 
flower behind his back.

SETH

Are you ready to go, Ruth? Or do you need 
more time?

CHRISTIAN and Ruth separate. Ruth 
slowly stands, letting go of Christian’s hand, 

and kissing his
head. She hands him the flowers.

RUTH

These are from our garden. I picked them 
today. It’s grown so beautifully, Christian, I 
wish you could see it. (beat. To SETH) I’m 

ready.

SETH

I’ll meet you at the car.

RUTH looks at CHRISTIAN one last time 
and exits. CHRISTIAN starts to exit, but 

SETH walks over to the grave. He does not 
see CHRISTIAN the way RUTH does, and 

addresses his comments to the grave.

SETH (awkward, then strong)

Hey, um, Christian. (beat) I don’t know if 
we’re really on a first name basis, but call-
ing you Mr. Haas makes it sound like I’m 

talking to Ruth’s dad, which you’re not, and 
that’s just- (shudders). Anyway, I wanted to 
meet you because Ruth loves you so much, 
and I love Ruth. I haven’t told her that yet, 
but I do. And I wanted to tell you, face-to-
face, that I am going to take good care of 

her. (he places the flower on the grave) This 
is for you. Thank you for taking such good 

care of her. I promise I’ll do the same.

He exits. CHRISTIAN picks up the flower 
and calls after him, though Seth cannot hear.

CHRISTIAN Take care of her, pal.

 BLACKOUT

CAMPBELL McDADE  CLAY
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imani hudson
acrylic
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because she’s the sun
elise hallgren

digital

untitled
julia bordeau

acrylic

untitled
megan dussinger

graphite

untitled
jordan meeker
ceramic

spaceman
arianna maria ravago
graphite

unknown
julia bourdeau

mixed media
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qualle
francis raca

acrylic

into technicolor
emily vienne

graphite

im tired
arianna maria ravago

graphite

untitled
sofia cerankosky
watercolor

barbie jewelry
elizabeth cumbo
plastic

i love him
lydia lake
digital
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alaskan
salmon;

the gentle caress 
of a nighttime premature

LYDIA LAKE

My dearest, page of insects, how fare you 
since your last departure?

Nursing dandelion wine amongst the aimless 
yaps of gulls, I’ve dragged my salted skin from 
its rest beneath a sturgeon-bellied moon. I’ve 

chewed the fat and yet here I am, to flutter, as a 
moth would, over your stagnant pools to reach 
you half past midnight, with nothing left to do 

but drift to sleep with a collar bleached and 
berried. Casiotoned silence, a mustelidian haze, 
furrowed brows, a sachet; you’ve never traipsed 

without them, I doubt you ever will.

Whatever keeps you safe, whatever keeps 
you sound, keep with you what you must.

Have I the stature of a redwood? Have you the 
consequence of spring? Shall I fasten shiny buttons, 
shall you down a breath of air? Perhaps we’ll think 

it best to remain as we are, saccharine eyed and 
snowy tongued. Perhaps it worries you as it does 

so me. Nevertheless, hanging as a bat—a reversed 
queen of cups—asleep in the heat of a honeyed sun, 

I’ll wish you well.

Till we meet again in dairy aisles and rue the 
price of milk.
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k indness
In no way intending to be blasphemous in arrogance,
my soul departs its chamber and regards everyone from above in a heavenly hurt and confusion.
Like light it cries for a single beam
to perchance glance upon a kindred mold,
to be scattered and sweeping in puncturing goodwill
with the lady-finger reaching pokes
into the chests of those needing to be consoled.

Fall

Tap, tap, tap.
The ball flies up and just like that,
I brace myself, ready,
lift my foot and hold it steady;
it swirls, pauses, then rushes back,
raining like a missile on attack.
Bated breath, stomach tucked in;
watching and waiting for the test to begin –
it hits my laces and I let it give,
but had I not been so apprehensive,
would it have stayed tucked in,
between my ankle and my shin?
The ball bounced askew, away from control –
away from me and away from the goal. 

Winter

Moving enough to hold internal heat,
wind licking at my face.
Sensation leaving from my hands and feet,
with just a bit more left in this race.
I pass by foes,
it straps me of energy.
They pass me back, impose
a limit on all I’ll ever be.
I find it in me to continue,
follow my vision of the finish line.
I tell myself I’ll make it through;
a win is preferable, but getting there is fine. 

Spring

Locked, loaded, ready to pounce,
jump out of position,
and leap with every ounce
of strength
I possess.
So I crouch, knees bent, hands palm-down, yet
I must confess
I shake, unbalanced,
unsure if I am ready to act.
When the gun goes
I will still think of what I lack.
A split second
before I move
is all it takes to wonder
if I can prove
what I set out to.
The shot is fired:
I shoot out, muscles flexed,
exuding all the strength that I desired.
And I begin to run.
 

confidence

For my time has come,
my kingdom, close,
my very breath undone.

Carry on, no;
unto the rest of my friends –
waving hands turn crashing hearts –
that feeds me so

NATALIE KARLSSON

UNA STROSZECK
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oh, mother moon, hand me your glow. i’ll break out a rib and grow a world of my own.

 when i wonder, it’s stitched out in silver sewing; like the lightning in my hand left after my thunder. lavender swaddles 
and betrothed my sacred lace. lavender is burned to shelter my only lovely place. carve me out and stuff me with aster, stuff me 
with frost and incense and birch branches.
for smoke seep through the travelled paths, and it’s smoke that steeps inside my glass.
upon my crown, the shards of the moon arrange, stars accompany it and align in their place. 
 this is the moonchild, look at this grace.
 this is the moonchild.
with blood gone argent, and how it speckles so fragrant, the moonchild comes out, when the night is now
playing. the sun sinks low, darling, can you put that in my skies? turn this paper world into a cup of bramble wine.
 mirror this muse in the argent hues.
 look at this pale skin, 
 look how it flushes,
 look at the amber that brushes the cheeks. look at the indigo that sits under those eyes. 
 look, but do not be surprised.
but you speak in that peachy orange. light up this paper world, take a flame to this order. Like berries
intertwined between my laces, your sweetness stays for a little while later. 
 you watered me, put me on a windowsill,
 you let me grow in the moonlight glow.
now, will i stick around and watch the sun rise once more? oh, mother moon, share with me your core.

moonchild

HARRISON ATWATER

my daily expression
markyana kelly
ceramic
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She dances in a delicately daunting fashion. Only dipping a 
toe, and with it goes her entire leg. 

Collapsing.

A puddly, ruffled mess of pinks and whites and other colors 
of the creamy category are sweeping over
wood-painted floors. Unbreathable and barely a threat, it 
is all open to discussion. She is open to discussion. Broken 
toes and torn slippers (not made of glass) are a source of 
inspiration because they tell so much without giving away 
a definition. Candles are capable of doing just the same. 
Ignite, light, melt, fade and away out of sight. They beg 
to be defined, but it’s philosophically impossible to really 
give anything some sort of boundary. They can’t ask for a 
boundary.

We speak in words which all have meaning to us, but 
to people of another category they are only babbles and 
bibbles. Hon dansar med en skrämmande delikatess.

In a sweeping motion, her leg lifts of the floor and swishes 
the air like a swan bowing its head after stretching it high 
and the beauty of it is catching. It’s light, fast, forward and 
back, making it difficult to keep track. It’s useless to give it 
a name. It’s judgmental to call it  MESH OF WORDS 
because once those words are spoken, they hang mid air 
never to be let down again. It is taking a clementine and 
peeling the skin away. Can the skin go back on? No. Do 
you want it to? Sometimes, but eating the clementine was 
probably your goal…

I am not a definition. I am humanely me and everything I 
do is a part of who I am yet it does not cast me like a wand 
casts spells. I am not a jumbled sentence of words, and the 
sky is not just a navy-blue net that catches the light.

save it for the 
dictionary

REBECCA RITTERMAN
bee boy

jared wright
photography
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she  knows
it  as

ELISE HALLGREN

Perhaps there’s somewhere it’s always spring
in the few weeks when the colours first awaken,
where no one knows to sleep through evening
only because it hurts the same as dawn.
Maybe there’s a world we can be happy in, the two of us;
a softer world where everyone stays, everyone grows;
where the god of the sun answers every prayer
and whatever you wish for, you keep.the

hearth

Thread by thread

And

Stitch by stitch.

Silky weave,

Caught and dead.

Sticking to the basics.

the  sewer
BRIAN KWOK
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sherbet  sky
everyone knows how the roller coasters go every-
one knows how to get too close
so why is it so hard?

everyone knows how to keep their mouths closed 
everyone knows how to smile for show
so why is it so hard?

underneath a sherbet sky you made a mess of 
me pressed against, eye to eye and i could hardly 
breathe

once again, for the road
i only feel what i don’t know
oh you made a mess of me

head down feet straight
my mind walks
it won’t wait
i can’t control it now

but my stomach drops from some unknown fear 
radio static in my ears
i can’t control it now

underneath a sherbet sky you made a mess of me 
pressed against, eye to eye and 
i could hardly breathe

once again, for the road
i only feel what i don’t know
oh you made a mess of me

JULIA LARSON

untitled
savannah fredricks
pastel
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Head turned, cocked slightly to the side
She raises a gentle hand with an absent mind
To graze freshly shaven fuzz— the neck
Is naked now, a subtle ping of freedom

“When will I forget to earn the day
And simply take it for myself?
When will I learn to forget my ways
And… Are you listening?”

Pure and plain, a long line of little white buttons
Drift the eyes down her figure, bloated
In the name of a yellow dress. Hand sewn.
Soft white arms dangle, enclosed in sleeve cuffs

when will i?

ALICE WEBER

untitled
michael klem
photography
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You dropped the flower she  gave  you by the side  of the road;
a metaphor, in hindsight.
Incarcerated by negligence, a frigid balaclava; 
preserved, or perhaps dying.  It waits dreaming. 
Tuft by tuft, February eclipses the world;
a deluge  of ice. Of some  feeling  of loss.
Of everything you’d never been able to say.
She’s ceaseless. Inescapable, even;  like the moon.
And her voice.  Her voice  is the rain;
a dusty petrichor that smothers you. That makes you whole.
That’s everything you need at eleven  o’clock  at night. 
Her voice.

persimmon

ELISE HALLGREN

And you, possessed by the crackling ground  beneath your feet, 
dream  about an august long past, inconsolable.
Yet somehow spring comes; painting the world its colors, 
bringing  the greens that grace the tops of trees;
the ones you barely remembered.
Like the drops that dance  off their fingertips,
near enough  to thaw the flowers that line the snowbanks.
You realize  it’s fine that leaves will fall
and turn the colors of winter scarves;
that coffee beckons the dawn of something equally  bright. 
You recall the principles of glacial preservation
and through the foliage  you face her;
but she’s so far gone  you can only see  her back
and her voice fades like how rain dries up under the sun.

the solarium
catherine wu
digital
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The Queen is gone,
but she remains.
Etched in the dust
that settles on her throne.
She is the glimpse of a figure behind you,
she is the shadows
on the edge of your eyes.
She’ll be there,
for better or worse, 
One hand up to adjust her crown.

“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.”
-Charles Dickens

Red, insectile waves
The content, complacent Queen

Sits secluded in her palace
Reaping that

Which her kin, and slaves, have sown
Unknowing, unaware

At once starved and fed up,
Stingers ready,

The worker ants will take the colony
An economy, a democracy

Of their own.

If only the workers could think

Blood Smeared
Memories Unscathed

A livelihood threatened
So it seems nothing’s changed

EVIE PARFITT

DAKOTA ACCESS 
PIPELINE

ROWAN McNITT
AUSTIN SMITH

DETHRONED

REVOLUTION
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We tell our little girls to pull down their skirts 
until their knuckles bleed.
Don’t stay out after dark,
don’t walk alone, 
don’t trust anyone.
Or else the wolves will bite your heads off and make you howl just the same.

Let’s not tell our little boys to treat her like clay, 
bendable and breaking.
Let’s tell them to kiss her forehead gently if she lets you. 
And don’t ask why if she doesn’t.
They’ll run like cubs until they play like lions.

 I remember my mom telling me to be careful, 
 condoning my sister for her late-night outings,
 without a phone call and only mascara-stained tears and a
 handful of hazy indigo bruises to show for it. 
 Her purple clouds lined her legs and arms,
 like little galaxies but with veins instead of constellations. 
 She kept her head up, hummed herself a battle cry,
 and kept trying to change the world before changing herself.

Maybe the girl is sick in the head, they think.
Maybe it’s her fault.
But I’m getting lost again and the art of blame
has always been a fog that I could never quite see through.

We’ll plan to treat them better, even if we never do.
 She’s blinded now and her voice is a hoarse whisper.
 She was too fragile, too soft.
 But her skin has grown scales and her eyes are smoke.
We’ll tell our little girls to be more careful next time.
 

invisible  ink
ADDISON FARRELL blink. angel.

grace hiltunen
photography
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perspective 
robin eassa 
photography

in my oma’s
living

room

Please, if you would oblige me so,

never let me forget the calmly ticking enchantment of time to pass soon and again
in dawn’s solitude.

I’d think alone but feel what every woman feels when harbored in a family home, 
enclosed to the patience of loving memories,
able to look through clean curtains,

hear no birds squabble in song (they lilt);

no shadows perceived against my younger eyes,

which are openly in favor of such cloister-ridden habits of safety, but now and again 
found, like tracks of railroad in times of travel. Personal growth in welcomed shelter,
with the peace of open air.

No unbidden haste here, none but what you do unto your own. A place for the haven 
of mind, now pocketed.

Again, none of the old memories pervade, here, for I am with an even older history, 
here, beating back the wrath of trials, here,
with a strain of contentment.

UNA STROSZECK
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Paper hands pensively play with my hair
and lacy lips whisper me tales of the Sea, the 
Sky, the Soil
Oh, see the things of my life, through the 
stuff of the air

Quiet glow, quiet glow

There was one of the water, of the sea and 
the salt she would stare at the sky
and languidly, drift from her coral meadow
she lifted herself to the clouds
without a sound, she flew to the heavens 
leaving the earth cold and hollow

Quiet glow, quiet glow

Another one lived of the clouds, of the sky 
and the storm she would stare at the sea
longing, lingering, and casting shadow
she would ask for company,
for the universe is large and lonely, and left 
her only with woe and sorrow

Quiet glow, quiet glow

When the sea met the sky,
both smiled in surprise
and their teeth shined stars, and their hands 
rolled thunder, painting the world as
their hearts beat indigo

Quiet glow, quiet glow

A tale of another, of the soil, of the frost and 
the flowers,
she grew parched and broken without her sea 
in flow
but the sea preferred the sky, and would 
forget the soil
in her lovely, lawless tornado

Quiet glow, quiet glow

Both knew sea would return for she would 
never belong, so, with parting breath,
and windswept song,
the sea gave all her rain to bestow
and leaving the sky, parched and broken 
now, lovelorn, in vertigo

Quiet glow, quiet glow
 
I’d rather be Soil than Sea any day
for with grounding and bone,
it’s harder to be lifted away

quiet glow, 
  

ADDISON FARRELL

sweetened condensed milk
addison farrell
photography

 quiet glow
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suppress?
Deceitful brown eyes
Gazing intensely into the bleak  and unfore-
seen tomorrow
Accelerating at the speed of light
Into a disintegrating portal

“Snap out of it,” says the Conscience. 
“You’ve written your history.
What’s flagged in your personal textbook
Is a chapter long-gone.”

“Such avoidance is absurd,” proclaims the 
Second Inner Voice  with a menacing scowl. 
“Why conceal the burning scars
If they flare like fireworks on the Fourth of 
July?
While you trekked off into the forest
You left me here to die;
The  Labyrinth cannot hold your sinful 
secrets any longer-
The  barbed  wire barrier shall  be severed 
and I will unleash myself!”

“This is for your own good,” argues back  
the Conscience. “Your sins are deadly  to 
humankind!
Not only have  you managed to taint the 
family name,
Spilled the blood of your beloved,
Stuck your hand into life’s eternal flame,
But you have  also  bartered our carnations 
for futile roses!
You, my friend, will be locked  away in your 
internal dungeon
And the key shall  be set afire!”

And so,  as we speak, 
Fate is undecided,
However, for future generations 
History’s scars will be alighted- 
Somehow.

TAYLOR STOLBERG

confess or

plant life
kiki szende
graphite
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recreation 
sachi sharp 

photography

drops of sunshine rain down 
burning the skin
the cool water stared lustfully at her, she yearned for it 
gingerly tiptoeing to the edge she entered the water 
she let the cool caress envelope her
she is at peace… until she is too deep
she can no longer turn back
she struggles against the current 
only making it rage faster
she is alone as the water crashes overhead 
look what happens to girls who swim alone 
Mother always said don’t swim alone
 

RACHEL FAERMAN

mother
   always
said
   don’t
swim
   alone
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dark 
sea :

What is this world? 
We say we know love. 
But where is the love? 
I don’t see it.

Now a days love is to lure you into the sea
So that they may drown you into the depths of your pleas
Drowning in the regrets and mistakes of your own
All your imperfections perfectly shown

So I will sit in the sand and look at the sea 
Only letting the sea touch the very toes of me 
I will watch those who “love”
And those who drown, coming out with a broken heart
I sit in the sand with the sun smiling down touching the surface of the sea
Making it look so innocent to everyone but me

I know what lurks below that surface the creatures of sea
Sucking you in and spitting you out just to see
How long you may last underwater
Until you finally break
And scream for your sake
Thinking that’s the last breath you’ll breathe
Until it spits you out leaving you shattered, 

Shattered pieces out to sea
MORCELLE SYED in the dead of night

harrison atwater
acrylic
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untitled
antonia gomez

photography

I’m waiting on champagne dreams,
Floating in the bubbles,
Trying not to get dizzy from the sweet fizzing.
And maybe there’s no point in waiting,
The golden liquid is too light and airy to really mean anything substantial.
But I don’t know,
I kind of like waiting.
I like the pale, swirling fantasies wrapped in cocktail sausages and mini eclairs.
I like the bubbly warmth that comes with a brush of silk and a whiff of floral perfume. 
The rosy tint is enough to keep me waiting,
Waiting on my champagne dreams.

champagne

RACHEL McLAUCHLIN

dreams
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last gasping breath
gurgled
choked

g o  n     e

absent    unaware
SLAPPEDbyrealityhardandfastand

hurt

somber sadness
a deep blue blotchy bruise encasing STRANGLING your heart

aches SCREAMS with every pulse
so much

P

A

I

N

then…
covered

smothered
drowned
disguised
forgotten?

MAIA RAYNOR

bit ter  sweet

apples
clara dwyer

oil pastel
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sprout
addison farrell
photography

Sunshine,
Blazing his mane into the beaming sun,

Roaring its breather with the warm breeze,
Lying in innocence as he relaxes

within the dry, thick field.
Oh, how the environment quickly

judges the living being
Without realizing his precious, delicate walks

down the stream
Gazing his fire burnt reflection.

Pinch!
The razor sharp needle makes

its way through the bash coat of
the creature’s mane.

Still and silent,
The living being looks upon his last gaze

of the world

sunf lower
NORA OPOKU
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the garden
jordan meeker

ceramic

     She took electricity and filed it 
into a needle. With the thread, she 
carefully placed it through the barely 
there hole and tied it once, twice, 
thrice to make sure it stayed put when 
she needed to pull it through. It was 
slow and ginger, but she was per-
fectly capable of weaving the needle 
through the inches of her skin that 
were put aside especially for this. A 
stitch here, a stitch there, too many 
stitches in one place (she went back 
and fixed it all up. No worries) and by 
the time she had finished, she forgot 
why she had started in the first place. 
It was 7 stitches in, and during that 
time she had eaten every single meal 
for the next 7 years. Disappointed 
with her lack of memory, she took 
her tedious work apart and threw it 
all away. There was no use in keeping 
something if it is ultimately forgot-
ten, and there is no point in keeping 
the needle if it doesn’t match the 
thread. Envious of those memories of 
herself in the past and the people she 
once knew, she threw it all away and 
screamed, “I’ve never in all my life. 
Ive never in all my life. I’ve never in 
all my life. Where am I. Who am I. 

It’s dark and I have never. This vital 
hand… this hand… it’s unholy and 
it’s dead and I can’t sew no more. 
I’ve never in all my life. God help 
me. I’ve never. I’m here, and I can’t 
know why. He took it away. He won’t 
tell me why. My memories stolen and 
the life I remember a lie. I’m a demon 
in hell and all that was well was 
thrown away.” She went on like this 
for hours. About 6. And then it was 
like a vacuum had sucked her in and 
thrown her out all made better again. 
Good enough to sew herself another 
head until she bled and then it was all 
forgotten again. Seven times made 
and seven times forgot, she always 
spoke of 7 many times. A lot.

     This woman, she sat alone and 
always quietly whispered songs to 
herself without any lyric to them. 
It was the melody. No not a hum. A 
whisper. She didn’t add any music to 
it, but somehow each note was recog-
nizable such as that. All that mattered 
was that this woman could sing, 
she could se w and she could never 
remember why she did any of it at all. 
This woman always spoke of wanting 

more and never having enough and 
all her life all she got from others was 
“tough.” They didn’t understand her 
need for greater-grand, so she tossed 
them all away like the wind tosses 
sand.

     Little lady sits in hell because 
that’s how it ended because all her 
life she wanted splendid. She never 
remembers what she wants. She faces 
other people’s taunts. The figures 
that she sews are faces she knows. 
Wells she knew of them when she 
sent them away on any given day. 
Threw them to the sharks, left them 
covered in marks. Dizzying forgetful 
and don’t forget the barks. Hundreds 
of dogs, black as death and bright 
eyes of moon little lady took in and 
fed with a spoon. Little lady sews 
one, little lady sews two, all the way 
to seven and then she turns blue. Red. 
Red. Red. Black. All her needles are 
broken.

She used up only six and a half.
 

she
forgot .

REBECCA RITTERMAN
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kids
who hunt

for
ghosts

HARRISON ATWATER

They don’t know their real names—no one’s 
ever told them. 
They play-pretend because this life wasn’t 
as they knew them. 
They drown in the headlights that pass by 
the car side,
Following ghosts that dance across the high-
way, gleaming off your brown eyes.

Our thoughts collect on the windows, 
drawing faces with the coldness.
Maybe there’s never been a method to our 
madness. 
Our insides can’t fit the whole world that we 
let in.
So it’s satin and suede that we began to spit.

Racing with the cars was all I’ve ever 
known.
I love it when your teeth begin to show.
Midnight, and the lights still flicker with the 
ghosts
It’s so crazy—I usually don’t mind being 
alone.

And your face is like a sky full of stars,
I’m picking constellations, in your eyes I 
found ours.
You sit and let the red light stay upon your 
cheeks
I only hope that golden hearts can lift up 
from these streets.

stoplight
harrison atwater
photography
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fire walker

ROBIN EASSA

 The burning in your chest inten-
sifies as the heat sears your skin. Crimson 
tongues lick your arms and ankles, gentle 
and delicate. You taste blood in your 
mouth as the crack in your lip splits fur-
ther, sinking your teeth into your lower 
lip to keep from crying out. Nothing but 
a sharp hiss escapes you. If they knew 
how it felt to have your skin flake off, 
revealing scorched insides, they would 
surely remove you. There are countless 
others, more qualified, more powerful 
than you. But none quite as willing. So 
you run your sandpaper tongue over 
the broken skin and continue, each step 
shooting pain up your legs.

 The sweet release of victory will 
be ever sweeter.

 Interestingly enough, the figures 
in the corners of your eyes do not react. 
They pass by, oblivious to the heat. Their 
voices echo in your head, bouncing off 
the heat-scorched walls, garbled and 
distorted. You are a carnival sideshow to 
them, nothing but a captive animal show-
ing its strength to escape its bonds. The 
peanuts they throw at you sting, mar your 
thickened skin. 

 “Sir,” a voice asks. You turn 
your head sharply, but no one is there. 
The voice carries on the breeze, slightly 

muted and faraway, like a waking dream. 
“Why do you walk alone? Many wish to 
help you, so why bear this burden your-
self?” The cool breeze is interrupted as you 
wheeze out a chuckle, hot breath spilling 
from your broken mouth.

 “They are cowards,” you mut-
ter, barely finding the energy to speak, 
“they watch me, honey dripping from their 
mouths, overgrown with time from hanging 
open.” You can see it as you speak, clusters 
of pink flowers pushing from behind their 
teeth. Rhododendrons. “They lie, saying 
they pity me, they will help me, they will 
stand beside me. Yet here I am, alone.”

 The wind is silent, contemplative, 
even, and the cool draft guiltily ceases. 
Your feet pound the ground with a rhythm 
familiar, and smoke wafts from the ground 
as the air stills around you. Eyes sting-
ing, a salty tear evaporates as it hits your 
cheek. Dry tears scrape like gravel as they 
fall from your eyes, and the onlookers turn 
away. You stop. They are disgusted. How 
dare you show emotion?

 Icons never cry. They take all they 
can for the people they represent, and they 
shoulder it by themselves. Everyone wants 
to be remembered, but no one wants to 
work through the pain.
 So you are left to walk.  

 Wind tickles your cracked skin for 
a moment, and your scorched feet seem 
lighter, younger, renewed. Hot breath from 
the crowd soon drowns it out, as they shout 
for you to continue. Once it is complete, 
you are free and the crowd is pleased, for 
they got to see a spectacle! They urge, coax, 
implore you to finish, hungry for their per-
sonal fulfillment.

 The small huff of soothing breeze 
is enough. You lift your feet, put them 
down. The rhythm finds you again, and you 
continue. Even a taste of security is enough 
to liven your steps. You trek on, seeking an 
end to your suffering, hopeful that the voice 
of the wind will share the same relief you 
will have. Just that support is enough.

 Somewhere, a man gets a sunburn. 
His family provides him with sunscreen, lo-
tion, cool water. Thank goodness it doesn’t 
get worse than that.

untitled
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as if tomorrow were an creature
i could bend and snap and claw its eyes out. 
as if tomorrow were something in the wind 
or the trees that could be felt
with my soul, my core, my essence.
as if tomorrow was anything more
than a fleeting dream,
as unreal and intangible as you or me.

are you 

are you here to kill me, angel?

take take take until i’m gone.
mash up my tomorrows into 
a stew for the ravenous mouths
of my forgotten descendants.
shove my bones into roots
and let the marigolds blossom.

here to
kill me,

angel?
are you here to kill me, angel?

with your ugly smile
and your red red red eyes.
are you here to take my soul?
are you here to eat my heart and 
let it beat as your own?
tell tomorrow to wait for me, angel. 
oh how i’ve got the devil inside me.
hear how she screams.
 

ADDISON FARRELL
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prom
night

still bundled into my winter coat, listening 
to Montezuma as i sit in the backseat of this 
car speeding down the thruway, passing 
abandoned houses, empty fields, and towns 
lit only by neon signs, coasting through this 
night, underneath a sky dotted with only so 
few real stars, passing towns where the only 
stars are the street lamps and the light on in 
somebody’s upstairs window, speeding by 
dark branches and shapes and radio fuzz, it’s 
all i can do-
to think of you.
and how some skinny arms
sound like Real Estate and the way my 
mother would sneak in and kiss me on the 
cheek while i was fast asleep when i was 
young enough to dream of soft blurry things

and how a ding in the early hours when even 
the cars had gone to sleep
looked to me like christmas lights in the 
snow and a book on the table next to my bed
and how there is a world around us, an ex-

panding tangle of treasures and hiccups and 
bluebirds and soggy shoes and late trains and 
eviction notices
and how how
how despite all this
despite the towering cathedrals and tinkling 
music boxes and limitless oceans i wake up 
every morning
just to see
to see one of the most beautiful things i’ve 
ever seen, full of miracles and green grass 
lips upturned into a smile
(your lips)
and eyes that mirror them, and crinkle in 
response
(soft blue)

a smile that makes me feel like maybe 
maybe my life has shared some of the sunny 
days and bare feet that it remembers
with your life, and left it shining in this
moment.

now i don’t dream of you:
i dream of standardized tests and dark glares, 
men in black and never ending spiral stair-
cases
and i barely have time to read any more
and last christmas was a mundane burden, 
full of overcooked turkey, monotone words 
of supposed glory, and whispers of some of 
my family about the issues of the rest

but there isn’t a night that passes
that i wish i could spend the few hours that i 
rest my mind with the memory of you.

JULIA LARSONskyfire
catherine wu
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Oh, my darling.
What you must be feeling right now. 

There is no balm for the pain you feel. 
This will be with you forever.

Don’t be afraid, my love.
It won’t always hurt.

It will always be a part of you, 
But the pain will go away.

You will learn to wear your tragedies as armor, 
Not shackles.

Flowers grow back when they are stepped on, 
And so shall you.

I promise
Everything will turn out in the end

It won’t be what you expect
But it will be beautiful. 

a poem for my 
younger self

CAMPBELL McDADE CLAY
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closing
comments

Polar bear cub, blissfully unaware of the vast openness that is the planet Earth. 

You sleep, swaddled in downy fur. The sweet scent of mother is all you have ever known. Yet, there comes a day where the familiar sound 
of gentle, drowsy breaths is interrupted. Mother’s giant paws start to sift and scrape through the snowy barrier she has built around you and, 
for the first time in your cozy little life, you feel a breeze. She spoke about this place in a wonderful, magical way when you struggled to close 
your eyes at night and now it sprawls before you, finally tangible. It’s brighter out there than you’d thought it would be, but it’s endlessly 
colder. With a loving shove you’re sent careening from the safety of your den, sounds and smells and sights and textures overwhelming your 
senses. An unrelenting wind bites at your eyes and you turn back to your mother with a shiver. 

“I’m not sure I’m ready yet!”

Navigating these past few years of my life has felt like setting out on a one-man expedition across the tundra. I’ve passed gentle streams 
and fields of lichen, and I’ve spent weeks meandering through boreal wasteland, an expansive bleakness. Occasionally, I’d write a poem — a 
cry for help, a plea for direction — and my words would drift with the wind across sub zero plains, no more than a whisper. The lemmings 
would stir from their slumbers each sunday, sniffing at the stanzas that caught in the mossy outcrops by their burrows.

“This way!” They’d cheer, “Just keep going!” 

I continue ever north, a new confidence in the words I speak, words fondly recognized by the locals. The cold, however,  holds no 
sympathy, not an ounce of admiration for how far I have come. It works me harder than I have ever worked before. Terrified, I shout upwards 
and the drifting auks and nesting ptarmigans shout back:

“You’re nearly there!”

I reach the floe, but the seals that duck between sheets tell me that this is not the end. The ice is drifting and dissipating beneath me, the 
vast, churning ocean of the future ready to swallow me whole. In an instant, I must learn to sift and scrape through the water with my own 
clumsy paws, and I am thankful for all the words that have found their way back to me. Everlasting, they envelop me. 

I stay afloat.

LYDIA LAKE

fragmented female
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Galaxy is Brighton High School’s award-winning art and literary magazine. 
Aside from making a publication, we work towards creating a space for students 
to share and recieve feedback on their literary and visual works of art. Through 

weekly two hour meetings and other various events, we promote excellence in art 
and writing with an emphasis on constructive criticism and analysis.

Submissions are accepted via our mailbox, e-mail (galaxy.litmag@gmail.com), 
or directly to one of our editors until late February, when those who have attended 

ten or more weekly meetings have the opportunity to vote on the pieces they 
would like to see published in the magazine. Final decisions are made through 

a combination of these votes and a consensus among the editors. All authors are 
verified as students at Brighton High School, though their work may be published 

anonymously at their request. 
The final product is designed and printed for distribution in May. 

Copies of Galaxy are free with a donation. 
Learn more at our website: www.galaxylitmag.weebly.com.
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